Summary

The project SOCHART (competitiveness cluster I-Trans) addresses a niche market in logistics and especially multimodal platforms and therefore carriers, stevedores, port platforms and all shippers who wish to improve and/or better control the logistical process of loading, unloading, packing, stripping and optimized management of areas and ways of handling. The project’s goal is to provide tools for decision support, to cover all foreseeable and unforeseeable constraints (random) flow (between the terminal and multimodal platform).

Objectives of the project:

- optimize the management area of the site,
- optimize the assignment of container to wagons,
- optimize the loading plans of containers / trucks,
- exploiting tools offering Web services to enhance collaboration
- improve the preparation of loading trains, ships, trucks and containers,
- anticipate the loading plans of trains based on interactive planning capabilities

Exploration of Full Web technologies

Client side: ExtJS, Ajax, java3D, Applet, Html5, Json
Server side: Java ,J2EE, JSP, Struts, iBatis, Json, XML, PostGresql, TomCat

Architecture and Final Prototype
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Conclusion

This work uses advanced algorithms from Operational Research to develop dedicated engine solvers to model and to solve the problems defined in the project SOCHART among them the optimization of the allocation of containers to wagons.

One of the major contribution of the project is the ability to exploit and to combine several technologies among them AJAX, Full Web, SOA, J2EE for embedding in an efficient way the optimization engine solvers developed in the research project SOCHART.

Experiments are underway using representative samples provided by our industrial partners to validate the results and extend this application to other areas.